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Bio Statement — one page 

I am a geologist, an author, a journalist, and a storyteller. I have reported for National 

Public Radio, consulted on the restoration and clean up of the Hanford Nuclear Reservation, and 

worked with ranchers and tribes on ways to stop desertification. I have twice been the Writer in 

Residence at Grand Canyon National Park, as well as an author in residence at the Fetzer 

Institute in Michigan, Hedgebrook on Whidbey Island, and most recently Brush Creek Ranch in 

Wyoming. I have one published novel, and many published short stories and essays. 

I heard about the Waterston Prize from numerous friends who urged me to apply. Of all 

the places I have lived and worked, I am most drawn to the desert. My ancestors came from the 

Thar Desert of India, people who moved by camel and made their life among high dunes and 

rock dwellings. When I enter a desert, I feel the swell of memory and the grounding of home. 

The Waterston Prize will aid me as I explore an area of desert ecology I would like to 

include in a book of my desert essays—in this case the desert tortoise and its habitat. 

I have worked in and explored desert environments since I first moved from Illinois to 

the west in 1985. My work has taken me onto vast tracks of public, private and tribal land 

studying the effects of grazing, development, water use, recreation, mining and contamination. I 

have climbed desert mountains, hiked through riparian areas, tracked animals, studied bunch 

grasses, pinions, junipers, and encroaching non-natives plant and animal species. 

My love for the desert was one reason my novel, published in 2010, was largely set on 

Oregon’s high desert. It is also the reason I am writing and hoping to publish Erosion, the 

working title of a book of essays about my experiences in deserts throughout the American West. 
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One page Proposal   Searching for the Soul of Creation  

In India, the tortoise, Akaupara, is believed to carry the Earth on its back. In North 

America, the Iroquois believe the tortoise is the source of creation. The Chinese have similar 

myths, as did the ancient Greeks. I am submitting my application for this award to research and 

write about the West’s desert tortoises and what I might learn from these long-lived, slow-

moving, and widely venerated creatures.  

The desert tortoise has ranged in the Sonoran and Mojave deserts for more than 20 

million years. In the 1950’s, their population was estimated at 200 hundred adults per square 

mile. Since then, human encroachment and predation have decreased their presence by as much 

as 90 percent. Today the desert tortoise is listed as threatened with risk of extinction. 

My project goal is to explore what the desert tortoise and its habitat teach about intention 

and quiet; what creation myths about the creature teach about the value of story and its place in 

our psyche; and most importantly, what we must do to support the desert tortoise and its habitat 

so that it too does not vanish into pure myth. 

My plan is to spend the autumn and winter of 2017 working with biologists from Joshua 

Tree National Park and the US Fish and Wildlife Service to better understand the life-cycle, and 

habitat needs of desert tortoises and then take what I learn on a solo journey into the desert 

during the spring of 2018 to search for the imperiled tortoise.  

The product of this work will be included in a book of essays I hope to have published 

about the American West and what its deserts teach about history, culture, time, space, patience 

and beauty. The book is already in progress, and my intent is to give readers reasons to devote 

their attention and passion to the quiet presence of the desert and its rarefied inhabitants. 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Ten page Writing Sample — Everything Is Temporary  

It’s a weekday, I think. It’s a weekday in December in the year 2015, and I am deep in the Grand 

Canyon, just thirty feet above the Colorado River. Not far above me is a twisted outcrop of 

columnar basalt. The hardened lava protrudes right and left, up and down. Some of its columns 

are as gnarled as tree roots, some shoot outward—spines on a sea urchin, rays of the sun, ion 

trails cast by dying stars.

I’ve been in the Canyon for nineteen days now. I began my journey at Lee’s Ferry, floated under 

Navajo Bridges, through Marble Canyon, past Redwall Cavern, the Bridge of Sighs, Nankoweap, 

the Little Colorado, Horn Creek Rapid, Hermit Rapid, Crystal, Kanab. I have eleven more days 

left on this trip through the base of this desert world, eleven more nights to sleep under a sky 

wrapped by the Milky Way’s diaphanous scarf, eleven more opportunities to absorb all I can 

from this primitive, bare-knuckled world and the quiet it holds. 

The desert is my muse, the place I come to learn what lies beneath my skin. Pavement people, 

deciduous dwellers, cultivators of copious gardens, they do not understand my fascination with 

the desert. High or low. Cold or hot, its telltale surface is poetry to me. Its ambient light a kind of 

god. It’s pretty, these people say. It’s vast and certainly unusual and the sky, yes, it is big, but 

don’t you miss the green? There’s green, I say. But what about rain? Don’t you miss the rain? 

There’s rain, I say. Yes, but it’s so, well—barren. There’s nothing there. Just rock and dust, so 

much dust and sand and scorpions and don’t even get started on the snakes… That’s when I 

smile. It’s not for everyone, I say.
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2 of 10

There are just fifteen of us on this river trip. All of us strangers to one another before we came 

together three weeks ago in Flagstaff on the night of a blizzard. The permit holder had cobbled 

together the group, struggling to find people willing or able to go. Now we fifteen are river-

mates, working as one to move ourselves, a couple tons of food and gear, and four rafts, two 

dories, two kayaks down 289 miles of winter river. Short days, long freezing nights, ice-covered 

dawns—we are a tribe isolated by mile-high walls that keep the chaos and distractions of the 

rim-world at bay. There are no cell signals deep in the Canyon, no interpretive waysides, no 

Netflix or radios. The last time we saw anyone from outside our tribe was ten days ago, on the 

shore of Unkar’s sandy delta, where the Ancient Ones once carved out terraces on which to grow 

corn and beans. On the day we saw the other group of rafters, a haboob — a desert windstorm — 

had hit, and the rafters were huddled in the mesquite and tamarisk risking the prick of thorns in 

order to shelter themselves from the assault of the wind-born sand. Our group was on the river, 

one person on each oar, fighting our way down through the Unkar rapid as the wind tried to force 

us back up. Since that day, we haven’t seen anyone but ourselves, so it’s easy to imagine we’re 

the only ones left on the planet, but for the slash of contrails against the lazurite sky, and, of 

course, the daily river surges—tides determined not by nature but by the power demands of far-

flung cities. 

Still, I’ve found no better place than the Grand Canyon to separate myself from the friction of the 

world. The daily rub of sights and sounds that constantly erode. The news and neighbors and 
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needs, always the needs, and the traffic and the crime and the bills and the ills, so many ills, and 

the Girl Scouts with their cookies, and the Mormons with their missions, and the politicians with 

their smiles, and all the aisles of things and things and things that end up in landfills or as plastic 

islands the size of small countries, floating in a forgotten sea. All of it rubbing until a numbness 

sets in. And an apathy. And a kind of modern-age depression born from a sense of powerlessness. 

A weakness so overwhelming that when a personal crisis hits, it is hard to get up off the ground.

The invitation to join this winter trip came at the right time. My father had died. He died, and 

there was this hole, you see. A place where my father had been, and now he was gone and I had 

no idea how to deal with this loss, this hole, this sense of being plunged into a new and far 

lonelier world. I needed perspective. I needed silence. I needed time. I needed to be in the 

presence of something larger than my grief. So I accepted a trip to a place that promised to be 

cold, and dark, and raw—and very, very deep.

∞

I pause in my hike to sit on a ledge above the Colorado. Beneath me, boulders are hammered by 

cascades of white water. The sound is open mouthed and large. I open my backpack, dig out a 

sandwich and water bottle. As I drink, I watch a raven circle then land on a nearby ledge. His 

eyes are on my sandwich. I smile. (Ravens are audacious robbers. I’ve had one break into my 

backpack, steal a piece of dried papaya, then fly over to me and gloat about it, the pilfered treat 

hanging from its beak like an orange cigar.) I’m not sharing, I shout over the roar of the river. I 
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bite into my sandwich menacingly, and the bird puffs out his feathers and flies up and up the 

Canyon walls until he is too tiny to see.

Once, when I was about four years old, my father woke me at dawn. Come with me, he said. Our 

family lived in Chicago in an apartment with a view of the Loop the to the north and Lake 

Michigan to the east, and as I followed my father into the living room I saw for the first time how 

the rising sun poured its color into the lake—rose and peach and orange and maroon. I pointed 

and my father nodded, then he led me out onto our small balcony, and even now I can feel the 

sensations of standing out there — the smell of the air, the coolness of the spring breeze against 

my thin pajamas. It felt like we, my father and I, were on the wing of a plane gliding through the 

pale morning light. But what I remember most about that morning, what has stuck and what I 

look forward to still, were the sound of birds—hundreds, perhaps thousands of them singing to 

the rising sun, as my father and I stood there hand in hand, listening.

I pull out my binoculars, scan the layer-cake surface of the surrounding rock walls. It wasn’t a 

huge leap for me, a child who habitually collected and labeled rocks, to one day become a 

geologist. My degree solidified my fascination with the formations on the earth. Everything from 

the tiny creatures that make up the oolitic limestone that lined the shores near my alma mater in 

Illinois, to these walls now. In my view, nothing lessens the burden of historical or even personal 

loss more than having it weighed on the scale of geologic time. At Lee’s Ferry, where I’ve begun 

all my Grand Canyon river trips, the surrounding rock is approximately two hundred million 

years old. Within a mile, the boater has floated fifty million years deeper into the past into the 

fossil-rich Kaibab Limestone, created when the region was an inland sea. Eight-tenths of a mile 
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further, and the Kaibab is out of reach as the river carves deeper and deeper into the Earth, 

through limestones and sandstones and shales and conglomerates: one thousand eight hundred 

million years, stacked like bricks. 

∞

How long would it take to count to a million?

Eleven days—no eating nor sleeping. 

How long would it take to count to a billion? 

Thirty years. 

How long would it take to count out the years of my father’s life? 

Less than ninety seconds. 

∞

I finish my sandwich and pack away my water bottle, zip up my backpack. The basalt I am 

sitting amid is a relative newcomer in this place. It is part of the Uinkaret Lava Field, a series of 

more than two hundred volcanoes that reshaped this area between 3.6 million to one thousand 

years ago. These particular rocks are likely from Vulcan’s Throne, a thousand-foot cinder cone 

which sits on the north rim of the Canyon, just east of where I am now. Vulcan’s Throne is 

thought to have formed a mere 73,000 years ago—barely a baby’s first breath, geologically 

speaking.
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Still, I have to wonder what this place was like back then. How wide was the river? What grew 

here, what prowled, what grazed? What was the first sign that the dome growing on the edge of 

the north rim was about to release millions of metric tons of blood-red lava into this writhing 

river? Usually, pillars of columnar basalt either stand in formation like soldiers, or lie 

horizontally, as orderly as cordwood. Instead, these distorted stones shout pandemonium, 

clashing forces, disarray. This is lava that danced with water, curled into eddies, pooled in shoals, 

dammed the river, and was ultimately broken by the water’s inexorable flow. The result is what I 

am standing next to now, the churning, chocolatey froth of Lava Falls. Its twenty-foot waves 

heave over sharp-toothed boulders, smashing into them with concussive force, while its icy 

claws slash at anyone fool enough to try to make their way through.

Long before any Grand Canyon river trip commences, boaters anticipate the moment they will 

meet Lava Falls, the most dangerous rapid in the canyon. They study rafting books, watch 

videos, compare notes. Which is better, entering at high water or low? Taking the left run or the 

right? What about the lateral waves that wait at the bottom? How do you avoid the raft-eating 

holes?

Just yesterday, we were rowing toward Lava Falls. A mile up river, the water was calm. Silently, 

we drifted. A half-mile further, the water was still calm. A canyon wren sang. A heron flew by. 

But then something subtle occurred. First, there was a shift in air pressure, a tightening around 

our ear drums. Next, came a subterranean hum which gained strength with each passing moment. 

By the time we stopped to scout the rapid, the sound of still unseen rapid had grown into a 

hungry growl. We hiked along the river’s edge, climbed up a cliff, and then looked down. 
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Beneath us was a maelstrom. A chaos. A cross between hell, and what ever lives right next to 

hell. From above, we could distinguish various routes, but all of them were iffy, and none would 

be visible once we were back at river level looking out toward the water’s horizon where the 

river suddenly fell out-of-sight. A misjudged angle, an overcompensated drag on an oar, anything 

at all, and a raft, or dory, or kayak would swallowed by the waiting holes.

 

We trudged back to our boats, made sure everything was secure, tightened our life vests, and one 

by one left the shore, then pushed our boats froward. Within moments the red silt water sucked 

us down and tossed us into the air, grabbed at our oars, bludgeoned our boats, knocked us 

sideways and silly until suddenly it was done, and the unsatisfied river spat us out still upright. 

Another group of fortunate fools.

∞

We honored our successful run through Lava Falls with a layover, unpacking the boats in the 

early afternoon with plans to stay on the beach not one, but two nights. So today, I have hiked 

back to the falls in hopes of seeing a different group take its turn with Lava Falls. In the summer 

months, this would not be a long wait. Commercial trips embark from Lee’s Ferry four or five 

times a day, many of them carrying three times the number of people as we have on our trip now. 

Those summer trips are floating parties with young, well tanned and hardy boat people serving a 

well-heeled group of tourists as they scream through this Canyon. These groups never have the 

opportunity to do what I have done so many times already on this winter journey: just sit, just 

watch, just think, just feel. Just hike up a side canyon to see where it might go. Just watch a 

rapid, or a raven, or the light move over a stone. 
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My father visited the Grand Canyon twice in his life. The first time was in 1957, when he and 

some other students from Purdue University, all of them Indian immigrants, borrowed a car and 

drove from Indiana out west. The second time was in 2006 when my brother had driven him 

across the country to come live near me and my husband and our child in Oregon. My mother 

had died, and my father had been keeping vigil over my her memory in their house in Illinois. He 

would not sleep in the bed they’d shared, could not listen to their classical music without crying. 

Every week, he would go to the cemetery and lay yellow roses on her grave. My father, whose 

faith was in curiosity and science and math, the mystery of the stars, the beauty of the human 

spirit, the songs of birds, went to the Canyon, looked over its edge and said it confirmed his 

belief that all things are temporary. A whisper in the wind. A negligible speck of sand.

∞

I stare upriver, willing a flotilla of yellow rafts to appear. But none do, so I turn my attention to 

the contorted outcrop I’d seen earlier. It is a couple hundred feet above where I sit, so I strap on 

my pack and start to scramble up a scree slope to get a closer look. But scree is unfriendly 

terrain, and my footing is poor. I grab a nettle plant to stop a fall, feel its sting; I scrape against a 

fishhook barrel cactus, feel a spine embed in my thigh. I slip and slide and call myself stupid, but 

I climb on. Finally, I reach the outcrop and haul myself over the top.

Beside me on this ledge is a dead and desiccated barrel cactus. The living one—the one whose 

spine is still lodged in my leg—was strikingly beautiful, with four-inch-long yellow and magenta 
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spines. But this one, this dead and desiccated one, also has a certain beauty. Its body is ashen and 

has collapsed in on itself; its spines, no longer alive with color, stick out like rusted nails. In this 

brittle environment, where decay is slow, the cactus may have died a decade ago, maybe even 

more. I know from its size it lived at least ninety years, nine decades surrounded by a landscape 

that dwarfs any imagination of time and space.

∞

Three days before we reached Lava Falls, we had stopped at River Mile 136.9, where I climbed 

several hundred feet above Deer Creek Falls to a soft and sinuous chamber cut into the 500 

million year old Tapeats Sandstone that makes up that side canyon. The chamber walls are tall 

and warped and layered like coils of hand-worked pottery. The creek, Deer Creek, is small and 

clear and melodic. It gathers in pools, then drops. Gathers in pools, then drops again. Every 

Grand Canyon river trip I’ve been on, I’ve taken time here. It feels sacred to me, this cloister. An 

umbilical link from the Earth’s very heart to the outside world. I climbed up, and I sat by myself, 

and thought of how my father would have loved this place and how he would have pressed me, 

his geologist daughter, to tell him about its origins. And how we would have talked about time 

and space and the infinite magnitude of the universe and all it held. And while I sat there, a water 

ouzel—a dull-gray robin-sized bird, John Muir’s favorite—played in a pool, and did what it is 

most known for—sing and sing and sing. That’s when I reached into my pocket and pulled out 

the pill bottle. I had been carrying it every day of the trip, waiting for the right time. And that 

was it. That moment, right then, with the careening sun slipping through the narrow gap between 

the canyon walls, lighting the water, the leaves of a lone cottonwood, the ouzel and its spray, that 
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was the moment I opened the bottle, reached over the water, and sprinkled out its contents. Some 

of my father’s ashes sank to the sand, some lapped onto the shore, and some, the lightest, most 

crystalline specks, swirled around like the numbers in a Fibonacci sequence, the whorl of a 

nautilus, a spiral galaxy—and then floated away. 

I came to the Grand Canyon because I needed time, I needed quiet, and I needed the perspective 

that comes from desert walls. I needed the dry space where the roots of the earth remind me all 

things are temporary. Heartaches, heart attacks, politics, preachy puritans, guns, laws, dams, 

disease. 

Canyons. 

Rivers. 

Stone.

Everything is stardust, my father once said as we looked at a night sky. Borrowed pieces of light, 

elemental and beautiful and bright.

End
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